
Private Lecture by William S. Lind

For Immediate Release

Throne Dynamics (the “Company”) is pleased and honored to announce that esteemed author, military strategist, and prolific 
writer William S. Lind very generously provided a private lecture to the Executive Cadre on Sunday, August 28th.

Mr. Lind and Ivan Throne are both published by Vox Day’s Castalia House, which provides a concise biography of Mr. Lind:

“WILLIAM S. LIND is one of the most significant and influential military theorists on the planet. The author of Maneuver Warfare 
Handbook and the leading founder of 4th Generation War theory, Mr. Lind is respected by military officers and political strategists 
all over the world. He is particularly well-regarded by the U.S. Marine Corps, with whom he has long had a close relationship. A 
former aide to two U.S. senators, Mr. Lind was a central figure in the military reform movement of the 1980s.”

Mr. Lind’s presentation to the Executive Cadre covered topics ranging from 4th Generation Warfare, cultural Marxism, the 
collapsing legitimacy of Western states and subsequent opportunities for militant lateral actors in the global environment to the 
resurgence of retroculture, traditional value chains, and widening gaps within necrotic state structures.

We wish to extend a very gracious thank you to Mr. Lind for an extraordinary delivery of instruction, perspective, and for sharing 
his sheer depth of knowledge. Our gratitude and respect are immense.

Throne Dynamics trains strong, capable leaders to deliver global eternal legacy. We deliver full spectrum dominance consulting to 
qualified clients in critical continuity industries.

Our Executive Cadre, Directive EPMO, and Family Office services provide reassurance of operational excellence, resilience during 
epochal change, and realization of urgent strategic outcomes in personal, professional, and multigenerational arenas.

For more information on Throne Dynamics, please visit us online at www.thronedynamics.com.
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